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EXPERIHENT "PAHIR"-IV. ANALYSIS 0P SUPERPAMILY WITH HALO 0F
ELECTRONAGNETIC NATURE DETECTED IN DEEP XEC
Collaboration of Experiment "Pamir"*
1.Introduction. The family Pb2-11 was detected in the multi-
latter lead _G with total thickness of 100 c.u. exposed at
the Pamirs. Ee_h lead layer was I cm thick, the first re-
gistering layer being located under 2 cm of Pb(-_-4c.u.).
The family comprised a narrow group of gamma-rayswhich
near the maximum of cascade development(=14 c.u.) produ@ed
a dark spot of optical density D _ .4 over area S -_ 2_mm=.
The narrow group of gamma-rays was traced up to 14th layer
corresponding to 30 c.u. Deeper in the chamber, for the
space of 70 c.u. no hadron cascade was observed. Thus, the
pure electromagnetic halo could be assumed.
Preliminary results of the analysis of the family Pb2-
11 has been presented in /I/. We consider here in more de-
tail the methods of estimation of energy of primaa_ par-
ticle and height of nuclear interaction responsible for the
observed halo.
2.LonKitudinal and lateral characteristics of halo. To de-
termine _-E_ released in the halo, _he area of halo was
scanned by two instruments at various depths in lead. Prom
the measured optical densities we inferred the density of
number of secondary electrons n(r) and subsequently the
total number of particles N(4mm) within a circle of radius
4 ram.When determining _ E _ , restriotlon of the scanned
area should be regarded. The ra_io of the total number of
secondary electrons in lead to the particle number within
a circle of 4 ram,K(4 mm),was calculated for maximum of an
electron-photon cascade(EPC) induced by primary gamma ray
and electron with various energies El. The value of K(4mm)
weakly depends on E_ and iS equal to 2_. Thus, _E_=K(4mm_;"
•_. _N(4mm)-tdt, where _ =7.5 MeV. After taking into acco '
unt-the scattering of shower particles within a gap, the "
total energy was found to be _E_--5bO and 610 TeV,respec-
tively, for two scanning instruments.
In /2,3/, the EPC from one or few high-energy gamma-
rays have been shown to dominate halo production. To eva-
luate the height (_=_) and the energy (Eo) of the primary
interaction producing the halo, experimental characteris-
tics of halo were compared with the characteristics calcu-
lated in /2,3/ for alr-lead EPC induced by high-energy
gamma-ray. The Table below lists the interaction parame=
ters used in three calculational versions.
The choice of the best version of calculations was
made by comparison of experimental and calculated lateral
I
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distributions for 9 depths in the chamber, because the com-
parison on a single depth turned out to be insufficient.
As an example the distribution n(r) for three depths are
plotted in ?ig.1. The best agreement of experimental and
calculated distributions is obtalned for Serslon II.
If lateral distribution in _-able
the halo at various depths are _A.._._= _ i, ....._
t '"'" .............. 1V.... Ill " _available, the ransition curve cai_-1-tlo-, _ _ -
for the halo longitudinal deve- _ --_v "-- 10h vnn 1_h_
" " w'-h-- ci les of .-_ nr----_._ ......._ -"_-" ....""',- _
zo])men_ z_ xn rc varx T_a_..c.u..... ' ' -3: _-3 .i_..._...-
_(z) , _. 4 _'," --n_-, .-. _,, 1.: .-1,---........ ...... .......
0:\ ..........................'................ous radii in the chamber can• be obtained. ?ig.2 presentsI the experimental and calcu-
___k_ _ lated transition curves for
. a circle of radius 4 _n. The
i_) "_'_' "_':' best agreement iS" also
\ achieved for version II.
.Lateral3 ..... and energy distri-
---- Z butions ..o_' individual :
_amma_
-"-" ff I_LYS:_I.the:.hal@ ............ : ........
-'- ....... characte-
, L".x",, _ ristics of individual par-
ticles in the halo, spots
?ig.1. Lateral distributions from them were6Photometeredn(r) for the depths in XEC at a depth of c.u. taking
equal to 8 c.u._a), 14 c,u.(b) into account overlapping
and 20 c.u.(c). Experimental ..../4,5/.
data is observed @ith scanning
systems of University of Tokyo ,._('_ _/'_)
I(.) and P.N.Lebedev PhysicalInstitute (x). Curves present
results of three versions of _ .
calculationsllsted i'n Table /_/__, I
, mental energy spectrum of
fated spectra f°r three vet" I //_ ,'.' ;.
sions of calculations and for
" version II with Eo=1000 TeV._
rim ntal dat gives v rsion II
with Eo= 1000 TeV. I_ / --Experimental lateral cha- 0_
racteristics and nmltiplicities
obtained for gamma-rays within [ _ , J,_ , 2,0 _,c.u.[halo area for two differentthreshold(4 TeV and 10 Te¥)
Fig.2. Transition curve
were compared with calculated N(4mm) ...,Symbols are %he
ones/6/ and thus the values same as in Fig.1Eo.f000 TeV anti,a;z 3-5 c.u. - "
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were obtained o
Distribution of the relative transverse momentum Zik
for gamma-rays in the halo and for all gamma-rays in the
family are shown in Fig.4. The distribution for all gamma-
rays has two maxima. The first maximum corresponding to the
I component with momentum pA_ _ 2.T_C>6- ) ----J 10( eV/c, i.e. typical va_e for
# Coulomb scattering of electrons
"----_-_ in the EPC, is caused mainly by
,_ --v-#, gamma-rays in halo. The second
maximum is caused by the compo-
nent with characteristic nuclea_tren_sverse momentum Pnucl 2.10
I eV/c. The height of nuclear in-
teraction(_) derived frOm the
dependence z_(_j_)/7/ is equal to
_z_-_5 c.u. bo_h for gamma-rays in
the halo and for all particles in
the family.
The same analysis was also ap-
_ plied to the integral distribution-i of relative transverse momenta ofparticles with _espect %o the di-
_ rection of the particle with the
_0 _Te highest energy (zs_),and obtain d
estimation of the height is _a_-_
4 c.u. also both for gamma-rays
Fig.3. E_erimental and in _alo and for all particles.
calculated energy spectrum .........
of gamma-rays im the halo. ,.uoncAus_on. o_ammar%zxng _ne re-
Calculations are made for sults of the analysis, we can in-
three versions listed in fer that the observed halo is
Table and for version II caused by the EPC induced by a
with Eo= 10Oo TeV , . single gamma-ray with energy
Eo _I000 TeV_ahd productlon height_;z 3-5 c.u. The family
is due to the nuclear interaction which has occurred at a
height of 3-5 c.u. above the XEC.
#/V It is important that the values
/20_'_i K 3 of Eo and "Co,._zobtained by analysing
_0 _ the halo development in the chamber -and by analysing the la eral and
energy distributions of family par-
ticles are in a good agreement.
Thus, the information on the Ion-
2iz_gitudinal and lateral characteristics
- " of electromagnetic halo allows esti-
3 I0 iO0 Tev_,marion of the parameters of primary
interaction producing the halo.
Energy of the primary interaction
Fig.4.Distribution Eint can be obtained as a sum of
of z_k for gamma- .energy of gamma-rays and hadrons out-
raysln halo(dashed)slde halo/I/ and above estimated
and for all gamma- energy of halo equal to 700-1000 TeV,
rays in the family and the result is Ein t 1200-1500TeV,
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The transfer of the large energy fraction into the
electromagnetic component is an important feature of. the
family. The observed event can be treated as detection of
the _harge exchange process ___o with Peynmanvarlable
- .6±.I
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